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Prior to I Paragraphs
Testimony: 29-34, 36- 39;

43.

67 B82

Delayed
Disclosure;
Pseudonym.

During
Testimony:

Screening
Device.

All counts.

Testify
person.

6 hours.

in I Makeni and Kailahun Crime Base I English

The witness was a high RUF official who personally
knew Augustine Gbao.
The witness will describe the progression of the war in
Sierra Leone. Kailahun and Pendembu were captured
in 1991. The witness got captured in Pendembu.
Foday Sankoh came to Pendembu few weeks later,
and disclosed that he brought the war into Sierra
Leone, to fight against the government that was not
taking care of the people. He instructed the
immediate commanders to set up various units in
order to manage the revolution.
The witness was a frontline agent commander and a
chief investigator at the IDU in PendembulKailahun.
The NPFL fighters were stealing, raping, killing and
molesting civilians. They organised the Top 20 and top
40 missions against the RUF, but then the RUF
organised the top final and drove the NPFL fighters
back to Liberia.

The witness will describe the RUF command structure
and the changes thereto in 1995-1996.
In 1995-1996 the RUF command structure was as
follow: Foday Sankoh was the leader, Major Rashid
Mansaray was the battle group commander, Major
Mohamed Tarawally was the battle field, Major Mike
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Lamin was the senior military adviser, Captain Isaac
Morego was a senior military adviser, Philip Palmer
was the G5, Alusine Bangura was the MP commander,
Daniel OK George was the G2 (IDU), Commander
Momoh Rogers was the senior fighter and Memuna
Sesay was the women army congregation (WAC)
commander. These positions changed during the war
following death or misconduct.
In 1995-1996 Foday Sankoh released promotions:
Lieutenant colonel Mohamed Tarawally became the
battle field commander, Major Sam Bockarie became
the battle group commander, Major Isaax Morego
was the Area commander for the northern jungles,
Major Issa Sesay was the area commander for
Kailahun, Major Denis Mingo aka Superman was the
area commander for the western jungles, Major
Augustine Kargbo was the area commander for Bo
Jungles, Staff captain Matthew Kennedy was the area
commander for Peyama Jungle, Major Moris Kallon
was the deputy area commander northern jungles,
Staff captain Peter Vandi was the deputy area
commander for Kailahun, staff captain Gibril
Massaquoi was the deputy area commander of the
western jungles and captain Boston Flomo was the
deputy area commander for the Bo jungles.

Sam Bockarie had to give military courtesy to Isaac
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Morego, since this latter was his senior. Vanguards
and Junior commanders had to respect all these
people and obey their instructions.
Commanders were responsible for the conduct of the
men under their control areas. No commander was
responsible for the misbehaviour of another
commando not under his command.

In Kailahun, Augustine Gbao was the clerk in the
office of Foday Sankoh before 1993. Following the
NPRC and executive outcome mercenaries' attacks in
Kailahun, Augustine Gbao stayed in the Kamakpodu
zoe bush from 1993-1994 until 1995. Augustine Gbao
then went to Koindu and then to the Bayama training
base to teach the RUF ideology. At a meeting at
Zogoda in 1996, Foday Sankoh promoted Augustine
Gbao to captain and appointed him as the overall IDU
commander in charge of investigations.
The Joint Security Board of investigations (JSB) was
created in 1993 but was dormant till 1996. It was
formed to ensure transparency in the relationships
between the different units of the RUF.
The JSB included the IDU, the MP, the G5 unit, the
10 units, the blackguards unit and the representatives
of civilians, area and battalions commanders.

I I I I The JSB could investigate only the cases referred to I I Cl--D
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the, by the following: the battlefield inspector, the
battle group commander, the battle front inspector,
the area commanders, the battalion commanders, the
company commanders and other units commanders
like G5, Combat Medics, Artillery, G4, G3, Motor
pool...Each of the unit representative in the JSB were
to report directly to their commanders and not to
Augustine Gbao.

The witness will also describe the RUF structure in
1996, when the peace negotiations were taking place in
Abidjan.

The IDU, headed by Augustine Gbao, was a mediator
between civilians and the RUF soldiers, and was also
in charge of investigations. However, the IDU could
not do anything if the G5 did not forward a request
for assistance. The area or the battalion commander
could also ask for an investigation to be done for one
soldier. The IDU had nothing to do with military
planning and executions of the RUF/SL operations.

Augustine Gbao and Sam Bockarie (Mosquito) once
had a very serious argument as Augustine Gbao had
raised the issue that too much harassment of civilians
was taking place in the zones under Mosquito's
supervision, and that the 65 suspected Kamajors were
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executed. Mosquito got annoyed and transferred
Augustine Gbao to Buedu.

The issue of the 65 Kamajors started when a Kamajor
was captured in Luawa Ngiehun. This man disclosed
that the Kamajors were planning an attack on
Kailahun town in December 1998. He disclosed the
name of people who had been sent into the RUF/SL
zone to inspect it. Following this information
Mosquito ordered the arrest of all able men who had
newly entered our zone.
Augustine Gbao was the overall security commander
but was not on the investigation panel. Reports were
made to him. The witness was part of the IDU unit
representatives in the panel. The first set off 45
peoples were proven innocent so their release was
suggested, and Augustine Gbao recommended the
release of these people to Vandi Kosia, who approved
it. The 45 people were release. In the same time, Togo
field was being captured by the Kamajors, with a lot
of RUF casualties. Mosquito became upset when he
heard about the release of the 45 and ordered that the
65 remaining should not be released without his
consent.
Augustine Gbao treated the 65 humanely when they
were detained.
One afternoon in February 1998, Mosquito called for
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10 of the suspected Kamajors and executed them at
the roundabout. He gave the order to have the 55
others executed.
The witness was not present in Kailahun that day but
the information was reported to him by two senior
IDU personnel who were present when the incident
took place. They did not see Augustine Gbao at the
scene of the incident.

Augustine Gbao was not respected by his colleagues
Vanguards, who qualified him as coward.

The RUF relied heavily on security reports coming
directly from the field radio communication. The
radio operators of each top senior RUF/SL
commanders transmitted daily reports to the leader's
personal radio station. When Sam Bockarie took over
the function of overall commander of the RUF/SL, he
used the same method. Reports were sent to Sam
Bockarie and Mike Lamin, and only the two of them
used to take decision that they put forward the other
commanders, without discussion.

The Blackguard unit was the supreme security body
that operated with separate radio communication sets.
All their reports were sent directly to the leader and
later Sam Bockarie.
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The IDU was only used for investigations.

The G5 was the unit responsible for civilians, and they
organised the war effort. Augustine Gbao had nothing
to do with forced labour.

The trading activities were taken care of by the
Agriculture committee, headed by Mohamed Salim.
Mining activities were in the hands of Kennedy and
Matthew.
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